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ABSTRACT

This addendum to the TMS320F20x/F24x DSP Embedded Flash Memory Technical Reference
(SPRU282) describes the triple read and boost operation of the embedded Flash EEPROM module on the
TMS320F20x digital signal processor (DSP) devices to enhance the programming margin on all bits and
ensure that programmed bits are not affected by programming other bits. It also provides sample code
that you can use in developing your own software. The performance specifications of the embedded Flash
memory of the TMS320F206 have been evaluated using the algorithms and techniques described in this
document. TI does not recommend deviation from these algorithms and techniques, since doing so could
affect device performance. The addendum does not describe the use of any specific Flash programming
tool nor does it describe the external interface to the DSP.

Note that this addendum is not applicable to the TMS320F24x™ DSP devices.

Project collateral and source code discussed in this application report can be downloaded from the
following URL: http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/sprabe8.zip.
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1 How to Use This Manual

There are several stand-alone Flash programming tools for the TMS320F20x/F24x generation of DSPs.
Using one of these stand-alone tools with the TMS320F20x/F24x requires only a basic understanding of
the Flash operations.

NOTE: It is assumed that the reader of this addendum is familiar with F206 Flash programming and
the TMS320F20x/F24x DSP Embedded Flash Memory Technical Reference (SPRU282).

2 Introduction

As you modify the contents of the F206 Flash array using your proprietary or TI-provided programming
algorithm, it is possible for programmed bits to marginally affected by the programming operation on
adjacent bits; this addendum addresses how to detect potential program disturbances and enhance the
programming process to ensure that each bit has adequate margin when fully programmed.

Section 3 and Section 4 introduces the operations performed by the two algorithms, Triple Read and
Boost, and points out where to access the code examples.

TMS320F24x, Code Composer Studio are trademarks of Texas Instruments.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Section 5 briefly discusses how the erase pulse can be shortened as the manufacturing process of the
F206 has matured.

3 Triple Read

Background: As you program bits up/down the array, the programming operation can potentially cause
drift on bits already programmed on the same bit line. For example, assume that you are currently
programming a given bit in row 0, which has previously passed a Verify that it is zero (Ver0 read) test. If
you were to re-run this same Ver0 test after programming additional bits in that same column, it may no
longer pass the Ver0 read test. Because the embedded Flash EEPROM module on the TMS320F20x
consists of high-density bit cells, there is an inherent variability in how programming stress may affect
other bits in the array. Additionally, the number of bits programmed on a given line in the array may affect
whether, and the extent to which, previously programmed bits may be stressed. Given that there are 512
bits per bit line, there exists the possibility of between 0 and 511 bits in the line being affected. Even
though the probability of such an occurrence is low, it is not zero.

The Ver0 read mode is a margined read. When a bit passes Ver0 read it ensures that there is adequate
margin on the programmed bit. The use of 6.5 V for Ver0 was chosen with an expectation that stressed
programmed bits would remain above VCC, and thereby continue to operate correctly within the array.
There is the potential for programmed bits to be stressed by more than 0.5 V, which would result in those
bits not passing Ver0 read back, but still operating correctly. Accordingly, Ver0 cannot be used to validate
whether the array is still operating correctly.

The Triple Read algorithm checks three things:

• Are the erased bits ("1" bits) still erased adequately to operate across different speeds? This can be
addressed with the Fast Read (single TBLR *). An error in the Fast Read indicates the bits are not
erased adequately.

• Are the programmed bits ("0" bits) adequately programmed? This can be addressed with the Slow
Read (three TBLR *). An error in the Slow Read indicates that one or more bits in the array do not
have expected margin.

• Is there enough margin in both the erasure and programmation to operate at full speed with the CPU?
This can be addressed with the XOR Read ( Memory Contents XOR Memory Address). An error in the
XOR Read indicates that the interaction between adjacent bit cells being different polarity may be
causing speed issues when the CPU exercises worst case instruction sequencing.

Each read can be performed on any memory block and an associated checksum is calculated to
determine PASS or FAIL. The Triple Read algorithm can be used to do a loop test while varying the F206
core voltage, if necessary.

The Triple Read program can also be used to check the erased, cleared, or checker board programmed
devices.

NOTE: The device should be checked using this algorithm each time if it is programmed in the field.

3.1 How to Use the Triple Read Program

This program can be compiled/assembled and used as a standalone test or used by the C2xx_brx.asm
file.

• For the standalone case, use the read_stdalone.cmd to compile and link. Note that when using this
mode, the compile variable,PRG2xx, must be set to 0; additionally, you should set the CNF to 1 by
using Code Composer Studio™ software before code is downloaded onto the target board, since the
code is downloaded on the on-chip B0 block.

• When using the control module C2xx_brx.asm and the utility code Sutils20.asm, use the
C2xx_brx(_CCS).cmd to compile and link. Note that when using this mode, the compile
variable,PRG2xx, must be set to 1. The PRG_2XX(W).exe automatically sets the CNF bit to 1 before
downloading the C2xx_bbx.out onto the F206.

3.2 Triple Read Program

This source code can be downloaded from the following URL: http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/sprabe8.zip.
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3.3 Linker Command File for Triple Read Program in stand_alone Mode
(read_stdalone.cmd)

This source code can be downloaded from the following URL: http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/sprabe8.zip.

3.4 Linker Command File for Triple Read Program in Control Mode

This source code can be downloaded from the following URL: http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/sprabe8.zip.

/* Linker command file to specify c2xxprog sections */
/* and define PRG2xxw declarations */
/* Locates program section in B0 ram and uses B1 data buffer */
/* for Flash 0 array programming */
/* Rev : 1.10 */
/* Modified by : Sam Saba, TI Houston 12/24/96 */
-e PRG_init
-o c2xx_brX.out
-m c2xx_brX.map

MEMORY
{
PAGE 0 : PROG: origin = 0xfe00, length = 0x100
PAGE 0 : SPROG: origin = 0x8000, length = 0x400 /* 1kx16 for algorithm*/

PAGE 1 : VARS: origin = 0x0300, length = 0x10
PAGE 1 : DATA: origin = 0x0320, length = 0xd0
PAGE 1 : SDATA: origin = 0xc00, length = 0xc00 /* 3Kx16 up to 0x1800 */
PAGE 1 : DSPAD1: origin = 0x310, length = 0x10

}

SECTIONS
{
PRG_parm : {} > DSPAD1 PAGE 1
PRG_data : {} > DATA PAGE 1
ary_var : {} > 0x300 PAGE 1
PRG_text : {} > PROG PAGE 0
boost : {} > PROG PAGE 0
DLY : {} > PROG PAGE 0
REG : {} > PROG PAGE 0
ARY : {} > PROG PAGE 0

}

3.5 Project File Example for Triple Read "test_triple_rd.pjt”

This source code can be downloaded from the following URL: http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/sprabe8.zip.

4 Boost

Background: As discussed in Section 3, some bits might be affected as one programs bits up/down the
array. This phenomenon can be detected by using the Triple Read algorithm; if it is detected,
programming margins can be enhanced by using the Boost algorithm.

The Boost algorithm finds the bits that have drifted in value and applies another programming pulse to
those bits to boost their margin. Since the Boost algorithm is only applying the boost to a few bits across
the array, the likelihood of stressing other bits is minimal.

It is possible to execute a second pass of the algorithm that programmed the pattern into the array instead
of the Boost Algorithm. However, this is a much slower process and requires a lot more code. Additionally,
it is more difficult to execute remotely.

An error in the Slow Read indicates that one or more bits in the array do not have enough margin.

An error in the Fast Read indicates the bits are not erased adequately.
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An error in the XOR Read indicates that the interaction between adjacent bit cells being different polarity is
causing speed issues when the CPU exercises worst case instruction sequencing.

Most of the time this can be resolved executing a Clear, Erase, Program and Boost sequence. There
should be no issues with Fast or XOR Reads if your application is running at ~20 MHz. If it were running
at a frequency higher than ~20 MHz, then the Fast and XOR Read errors may start to show up. If you see
a part that fails the XOR Read, but passes the Fast and Slow Reads, it might indicate a slow path
between the CPU and the Flash and that the part should be replaced.

4.1 How to Use the Boost Program

This function can be compiled/assembled and used as a standalone test or used by the C2xx_bbx.asm
file.

• For the standalone case, use the boost_stdalone.cmd to compile and link. Note that when using this
mode, the compile variable,PRG2xx, must be set to 0; additionally, you should set the CNF to 1 (by
using the Code Composer Studio software) before code is downloaded onto the target board, since the
code is downloaded on the on-chip B0 block.

• When using with the control module C2xx_bbx.asm and the utility code Sutils20.asm, use the
C2xx_bbx(_CCS).cmd to compile and link. Note that when using this mode, the compile
variable,PRG2xx, must be set to 1. The PRG_2XX(W).EXE automatically sets the CNF bit to 1 before
downloading the C2xx_bbx.out onto the F206.

Within the Boost Program, a compile time variable, DBUG, is available that provides the following
capabilities:

• DBUG = 0 to turn debug off, no map
• DBUG = 1 to map the weak programming bits and no boost
• DBUG = 2 to map the weak programming bits and boost them

4.2 Boost Code

This source code can be downloaded from the following URL: http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/sprabe8.zip.

4.3 Linker Command Example File Used the Boost Code in stand-alone Mode
(boost_stdalone.cmd)

This source code can be downloaded from the following URL: http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/sprabe8.zip.

/* F206 BOOST */
/*
-c
-e GBST
-m BOOST.map
-o BOOST.out
*/
/* BOOST206.obj */

-e START

MEMORY
{

PAGE 0 : TB0: origin = 0h, length = 0F0h
.PSA: origin = 0F0h, length = 0Fh
B0: origin = 0FE00h, length = 0100h
FLASH0: origin = 0100h, length = 04F00h
FLASH1: origin = 05000h, length = 05000h

PAGE 1 : RAMB2: origin = 0060h, length = 0020h
RAMB0: origin = 0200h, length = 0100h
RAMB1: origin = 0300h, length = 0100h
FLASH2: origin = 01000h, length = 01000h

}

SECTIONS
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{
.text > B0 PAGE0
.bss > RAMB2 PAGE1

}

4.4 Linker Command Example File Used the Boost Code in Control Mode

This source code can be downloaded from the following URL: http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/sprabe8.zip.

/* Linker command file to specify c2xxprog sections */
/* and define PRG2xxw declarations */
/* Locates program section in B0 ram and uses B1 data buffer */
/* for Flash 0 array programming */
/* Rev : 1.10 */
-e PRG_init
-o c2xx_bbX.out
-m c2xx_bbX.map
/*
c2xx_bbX.obj
algos\sclr20.obj
algos\sutils20.obj
*/
MEMORY
{
PAGE 0 : PROG: origin = 0xfe00, length = 0x100
PAGE 0 : SPROG: origin = 0x8000, length = 0x400/* 1kx16 for algorithm*/

PAGE 1 : VARS: origin = 0x0300, length = 0x10
PAGE 1 : DATA: origin = 0x0320, length = 0xd0
PAGE 1 : SDATA: origin = 0xc00, length = 0xc00 /* 3Kx16 up to 0x1800 */
PAGE 1 : DSPAD1: origin = 0x310, length = 0x10

}

SECTIONS
{
PRG_parm : {} > DSPAD1 PAGE 1
PRG_data : {} > DATA PAGE 1
ary_var : {} > 0x300 PAGE 1
PRG_text : {} > PROG PAGE 0
boost : {} > PROG PAGE 0
DLY : {} > PROG PAGE 0
REG : {} > PROG PAGE 0
ARY : {} > PROG PAGE 0

}

4.5 Project File Code

The following source code can be downloaded from the following URL:
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/sprabe8.zip.

• Project File Examples test_boost.pjt
• Utility Code sutils20.asm
• Variables Header File fl_vars.h
• Variables Header File svar20.h

5 Erase Pulse

It is suggested to replace the 7 ms erase pulse with one of 5 ms length, due to maturing of the
manufacturing process. The current 7 ms erase pulse specification will not harm the device, but a 5 ms
pulse is optimal given today’s silicon.
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